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Very few historical associations are concerned
about forensic authenticity. Unusually Bach is
played on valveless trumpets or Mozart on his-
toric pianos.

Many historical marching bands move with the times.
They play instruments that visually fit into the histori-
cal picture but where modern technology means sig-
nificant benefits in terms of sound and handling. In
an era of shortage of time musicians especially want
one thing: to have fun and joy on drums with his
instrument! For all those marching bands, we offer
hybrid models that embody a balance between
modern drum and historical setting.

Design features

waterproof bonded plywood shell, rims made from torsion resistant hard wood, chromed fittings, in claws sunk-in tension screws, 2
ring mufflers, deco rope, genuine leather tensioners, 2 carrying rings, rope lock, tuning key

Item-# Shell/Bowl (Inch) Shell/Bowl (cm) Batter head Snare head Tension Screws Leather tensioners Weight (lbs / kg)

ML-AQV-1419-2HH 14" x 19" 35,5 x 48,0 FiberSkyn WeatherKing 8 8 4.7

ML-AQV-1424-2HH 14" x 24" 35,5 x 60,0 FiberSkyn WeatherKing 8 8 5.3

ML-AQV-1519-2HH 15" x 19" 38,0 x 48,0 FiberSkyn WeatherKing 8 8 5.1
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Product Features

Rope lock
An integrated rope lock pre-
vents the rope from falling
down when changing the head.

Leather Tensioners nature
Its shape is based on historical
models, which has been optimi-
zed over time by us. The inside
of the tensioner is artificially
rou...

Antique walnut
A special patina gives the
instruments that individuality
that breathes the mist of cen-
turies. A touch of time.The
combinati...

Equipment

FiberSkyn
Characteristical is a well-balanced combination of projection, attack and warmth.

Additional Equipment

Unbeatable Rim Protector
Only a few centuries ago
wood has been hardened in
the fire.We developed a
method to make wood beco-
me even harder. Totally w...

Wire Snare
The drum comes with snare bed,
strainer and corresponding sna-
re side head.

Tensioner Colours
Other tensioner colors are
available on request.

Rope Colours
Other rope colors are available
on request.
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Accessories

Plug & Play Carrier
As the name “Plug & Play”
implies - simplicity is the key
to this carrier system: Extre-
mely comfortable to carry and
easy to a...

ZDH Carrier
Adequate AdaptersThis adapter
operates with any drum, which
possesses a multi angel car-
rying bar. Contrary to o...

Add-on Rim Protectors
This edge protector consists
of an extremely impact resis-
tant plastic covered steel net-
ting. Simply clipped onto the
rim edge it p...

Rucksack Bag
Our soft-bags for drums are
super padded and thus almost
perform the task of cases. The
surface material is resistant Kor-
texin™. W...

Carrying Bar
Traditionally field drums are
played at the side of the
body.Who prefers carrying the
instrument like a parade drum
in front...

Multi-angle Carrying Bar
Traditionally field drums are
played at the side of the body.
For this reason two carrying
rings are attached to the shell in
whic...
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Vintage: This icon indicates extraordinary well siounding or popular drums or contemporary remakes from the first half of
the 20th century, which rate high with enthusiasts, but ...

Temperature-resistant: For this drum only high-quality materials are used: drum cover material, glue and lacquering resists
temperatures up to 100°C (210°F).

Black Batter Head: On request, this drum can be delivered with black batter head.

Robuste: This article is especially robuste.

Plywood shell: Our unique bonded plywood guarantees absolute roundness and remarkable light weight coupled with
super sturdiness. Our specially formulated acoustic adhesive allows cross ply vibra...

Sunk-in Tension Screws: This drum features sunk-in tension screws. They don’t bother and avoid injuries while playing
and damaging of car seats.

Separately Tuneable Heads: The possibility of tuning bothe heads separately provides an optimal tuning ability and thus
sound quality.

Mufflers: This drum features a muffler.

Black Hardware: On request, this drum can be delivered also with black hardware. Dependant on the model, this concerns
tension screws, claws, rims and lugs.

Unbeatable: Unbeatable Edge Protection for Rims A special substance combines in a specially developed procedure with
the wood of the drum rim* and so provides the rim edge an extre...
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Very few historical associations are concerned
about forensic authenticity. Unusually Bach is
played on valveless trumpets or Mozart on histo-
ric pianos.

Many historical marching bands move with the times.
They play instruments that visually fit into the histori-
cal picture but where modern technology means sig-
nificant benefits in terms of sound and handling. In an
era of shortage of time musicians especially want one
thing: to have fun and joy on drums with his instru-
ment!
For all those marching bands, we offer hybrid models
that embody a balance between modern drum and
historical setting.
Tension screws enable the separate equal tuning of
batter and snare side head as well as a quick and
trouble-free head change; the additional deco rope

keeps the visual relation to the historic instrument. An integrated rope lock prevents the rope from falling down when changing the
head.
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Space for your notes
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